Teaching for a transformative engagement with our context: The importance of care in Christian pedagogical suggestions for higher education

Responsible scholarship requires that students engage with their context and their own learning to understand and transform our world with wisdom. Ponti (J.J.) Venter argues that such a notion is central in understanding the task of a (Christian) university. In this article, dedicated to Professor Venter, I argue that the pedagogical implications of such a Christian understanding of science need to be developed further in a higher education context. I propose that care deepens wonder and sustains action by continuously calling our imagination to envisage longed-for change in both an academic and a broader social context. I offer five concrete suggestions to support lecturers in guiding students to act from their care for the world. These suggestions refer to the importance of inventory work, the cultivation of empathy, inspiring examples, emotional involvement, and an inner and outer dialogue as to the appropriate form their care should take. A Christian pedagogy should, secondly, support students in unfolding their own style of moving between theory and experience; thirdly, it should enable students to experience themselves as partners in academic discussions and as historical formative agents contributing to our world; fourthly, it should focus on a view of the world in which their tentacles are feeling for change, accompanied by normative sophistication. Fifthly, the development of a suitable pedagogy requires lecturers to develop peer groups organically to reflect on teaching practices that encourage students’ transformative engagement with our world.

Onderrig vir ‘n transformatiewe betrokkenheid by ons konteks: Die belangrikheid van omgee in Christelike pedagogiese voorstelle vir hoër onderwys. Verantwoordelike wetenskap vereis dat studente betrokke is by hulle konteks sowel as hulle eie leer sodat hulle ons wêreld met wysheid kan verstaan en transformeer. Ponti (J.J.) Venter argumenteer dat so ‘n idee sentraal is in die verstaan van ‘n (Christelike) universiteit. In hierdie artikel, opgedra aan Professor Venter, argumenteer ek dat die pedagogiese implikasies van so ‘n Christelike verstaan van wetenskap verder ontwikkel behoort te word in ‘n hoër onderwyskonteks. Omgene lei tot ‘n verdieping van wonder en onderhou aktiewe optrede deur ons verbeelding voortdurend op te roep om daardie verandering waarneembaar te maak in beide ‘n akademiese en breër sosiale konteks vir oë te stel. Ek bied vyf konkrete voorstelle om doelwitte te onderskeide in die begeleiding van studente se omgee vir die wêreld. Hierdie voorstelle wys op die belangrikheid van inventaris-werk, die kweek van empatie, inspirerende voorbeeld, emotionele betrokkenheid en ‘n innerlike en eksterne dialoog oor die gepaste vorm vir hulle omgee. ‘n Christelike pedagogie behoort om die tweede plek te moet omhels om hulle eie styl van beweging tussen teorie en ervaring te ontdek; derdens behoort dit studente in staat te stel om hulle as verantwoordelike en diegespreksagents in akademiese besprekings en historiese formaatiewe agente wat bydra om ons wêreld leer om te kennis te kry; vierdens sal dit fokus op ‘n siening van die werklikheid waarin studente se tentakels na verandering en veranderingsoordeling bydra; derdessal sal dit fokus op ‘n siening van die werklikheid waarin studente se tentakels na verandering en veranderingsoordeling bydra.

Behold, a sower went forth to sow; and when he sowed, some seeds fell by the wayside (…) some fell upon stony places (…) And some fell among thorns (…) But other fell into good ground And brought forth fruit (…) But he that received seed into the good ground is he that heard the word, and understand it, which also bears fruit and brings forth, some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty” (Mt 13)
show us not the aim without the way.
For ends and means on earth are so entangled
That changing one, you change the other too;
Each different path brings other ends in view.
(ferdinand lassalle) (quoted by sander griffœn [2012], from Koestler’s [1941] Darkness at noon)

Introduction and orientation
It is a true pleasure and an honour to acknowledge Ponti (j.j.) venter’s scholarly work in this festschrift dedicated to him. if one looks at the broad range of themes that venter addressed during his career, one of the things that stands out is his extensive publications on and lifelong interest in the normative question of what a university is (see e.g. venter 1975, 1977, 1978, 1982, 1984, 1994, 1997a, 1997b, 1999, 2006a, 2006b). these publications appeared in scholarly journals from the mid-1970s up to recent times, but those who know ponti well will be aware of the many other forums (e.g. the bbs – the north-west university’s notice board for personnel) in which he wrestled – responding to challenges in various contexts and always willing to engage in a constructive debate with scholars from all fields of study, students and management – with just what a university’s task should be.

The largest part of venter’s career was spent at the former potchefstroom university for christian higher education (pu for che). in the early 1970s he studied in amsterdam at the free university and, a few years after his return to south africa, taught at fort hare university, situated in what was seen in apartheid south africa as the ‘independent state’ of ciskei. these two events had a significant influence on venter’s own thinking about the task of a university, including the importance of a university’s responsible engagement with its context (j.j. venter pers. comm., 2013). ever since venter was appointed as lecturer in philosophy at the pu for che in 1970 until his retirement four decades later, he struggled to work out such a vision in more detail, often in difficult circumstances. colleagues such as Bennie van der Walt, Elaine Botha, Lourens du Plessis and others shared venter’s commitment to a wise engagement with their context and provided a valued sense of solidarity, if not uncritical support to his developing thought (venter 2013). however, it is probably safe to assume that during the last decades of the apartheid era the majority of staff members at the pu for che preferred to maintain the political and social status quo and, whilst they may have appreciated venter’s vision of the task of a university, possibly felt ambiguous and uneasy when he did not hesitate to uncover injustices and inward-looking, exclusionary practices revealed by such a vision. when the pu for che was superseded by the north-west university, venter again probed deeply into its practices, uncovering instances where the university yielded to pressures within a larger ideological context, such as technicism, scientism, economism and neo-pragmatist managerialism. venter called for a creative humane university, with scholars supporting ‘the development of a responsible spirit of renewal of knowledge in their students’ (venter 2006b:357).

Venter’s struggle to transform his context stems from the christian-refor­mational tradition’s emphasis on a transformative engagement with the world. in this article, i will take up this issue in a higher education context. i will argue that, in a higher education context, the Christian-Reformational tradition’s engagement with and transformation of culture is particularly strong in its idea of Christian scholarship as the development of a Christian perspective on subject-matter. however, with a few exceptions, there is a lack of emphasis on pedagogy and methods of teaching in a higher education context – this is a neglect which can also be seen happening generally in higher education practice. A lack of critical reflection on how we teach can all too easily and unknowingly lead to exclusionary and unjust practices in the construction of knowledge and also embalm a well-developed perspective that distances one from our world, instead of ‘opening up’ creation in the particular context of the students.

In this article i aim to contribute to scholarship on Christian higher education by offering suggestions for teaching for a transformative engagement with our context. These suggestions emphasise the importance of care and can be used when teaching both at a university with a Christian identity and at a university with a secular or pluralist identity.

In the first section of the article i point to the needs that currently exist with regard to a Christian pedagogy in higher education. the second section shows how wisdom, creativity and the caritas principle [Christian love of humankind; charity] in science are incorporated into venter’s ideas on the task of a university and responsible scholarship. in the third section, i draw on the work of venter and others to provide suggestions contributing to a Christian pedagogy in higher education. I argue that responsible scholarship requires that we teach in such a way that students engage with their context and their own learning to wisely understand and transform our world. this means that we should attend to (1) guiding students in caring for the world, (2) unfolding a student’s own style of moving between theory and experience, (3) enabling students to experience themselves as academic partners and formative agents, (4) working from a worldview in which the search for change is accompanied by normative sophistication and faithfulness, and (5) forming reflecting teams.

Christian teaching for a transformative engagement in higher education: Pedagogical needs
A Christian reformational approach to transformative engagement
A transformative engagement with the world is an important theme in the Christian-Reformational tradition. The distinction between worldly concerns and God’s kingdom (Eph 2:1–3; Jn 18:35–37; Mt 6:19–21, 6:24–34, 13:44–46) is not taken to mean that Christians should not concern themselves with the problems or delights of this world and pay attention
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1. on 01 January 2004, the pu for che merged with the north-west university, incorporating also the staff and students of the sebokeng campus of vista university to form the north-west university (north-west university n.d.).
only to ‘higher’, ‘spiritual’ matters. On the contrary, such a dualistic view that focuses on Christ apart from culture is criticised (see, for example, the positions of Coletto [2012] and Van der Walt [2001:71–88, 2012:6–9] in response to Niebuhr’s [1956] classification of Christian views on the relationship between Christ and Culture; see also Wolterstorff [2002a:30–31]). God’s Lordship over all of creation is emphasised and the neo-Calvinist tradition favours a worldview in which following God’s will means obeying God’s central love commandment in all aspects of life. God’s love is made visible in various laws and norms, sometimes viewed as structural conditions of the cosmos, which invite a person to respond in obedience or disobedience from her or his context. Our fallen world calls out for redemption, made possible through Christ. We are invited to share in this redemption and, through our engagement with the world, to help fulfill its promise in all aspects of life. A person’s relationship with God is central in his or her response to these norms and his or her heart, the centre of a person’s being, can be directed either towards God as she or he trusts in God’s love, or away from God and placing his or her trust in something else, such as an aspect of creation (Clouser 2005; Van der Walt 2010:305–309).

However, the struggle between the two opposing kingdoms is a fault line cutting through everything on earth, including the human heart (Byker 2004; Wolterstorff 1993:268–269). A Christian’s response will therefore not always be faithful and obedient; also, even with the best of intentions they can still interpret God’s will and God’s norms in an incorrect way, causing injustice and suffering to themselves, other people and the world. In the same way, non-Christians can and do form insights and truths about the world in response to God’s norms. The consequences of our responses are helpful pointers: suffering, oppression, and injustice can show us where we interpreted too hastily or took a wrong turn, just as shalom, with its emphasis on relationships enabling human flourishing, indicates that our response is faithful and blessed (Wolterstorff 2004b:141–154, 2004c:124–134).

A transformative engagement with the world is therefore a continuous process dependent on insight through God’s grace. We are required to continuously attend to our context, vigilantly looking out for these signs in order to prudently question and enrich our interpretations and practices. In an attitude of humility, Christians should reach out to other people, including non-Christians, to critically and appreciatively value their insights and carefully look out for pain and suffering, including hurt and harm caused by their own interpretations of God’s word and the wrong actions they perform.

A perspectival approach to Christian teaching in higher education: Some dangers

One can appreciate how claiming God’s Lordship over all of human life and viewing humans as homo responsus (Geertsema 1992, 2011; Olthuis 1993; Stoker 1967:158–175; Van der Walt 2013) in all areas of life inspired the development of a worldview and perspective on philosophy in which a coherent conceptual system is cultivated around the relevant norms for all areas of life. These perspectives are helpful when considering how one should act in a certain context. At the same time, the challenges faced in a particular context require us to revisit our formulation of these norms for it to be relevant to this context. No human constructed system or theory is above critique, as Venter also implies in his distinction between human answering and God’s laws and norms to which we answer (see the section ‘The task of a Christian university: Venter’s perspective on care’).

The Reformational tradition’s development of the idea of Christian scholarship stressed the importance of a Christian perspective on science (Du Plessis 1998:7; Heyns 2013). At institutions of Christian higher education, like the former Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education, Christian teaching emphasised a curriculum in which such a perspective on subject-matter is developed. Du Plessis (1998:7), for example, states: ‘Die Christelike karakter van die PU vir CHO word gedeemonstreer in die mate wat sy docente, studente en navorsers ’n Christelike perspektief op en in hulle vakgebiede uitwerk’ (original emphasis). [‘The Christian character of the PU for CHE is demonstrated in the extent to which its lecturers, students and researchers develop a Christian perspective on and in their respective fields of study’].

This emphasis on a Christian perspective has led to a rich conceptual structure to support scholarly work that acknowledges an integrative, coherent vision of reality in which our response to the law-structure of reality is central. Whilst the Reformational highlighting of learning as a perspectival enterprise is valuable in its denial of a ‘neutral’ science and the development of a unique Christian voice within the common human practice of scholarship (see Wolterstorff 2004a:285–286), there are limitations to and dangers in such an approach to Christian teaching.

The emphasis on content perspective might be limiting in the sense that an intellectual, academic understanding is seen as sufficient, with little consideration of how to put such knowledge into concrete action (Van Dyk 2000:23). If Christian scholarship is reduced to a Christian perspective on subject-matter a dualism between theory and practice is likely, where abstract concepts are disconnected from students’ and lecturers’ daily life (ibid:24).

Furthermore, especially in those Christian institutions where its constituency is perceived as quite homogenous

2. See, for example, Kuyper ([1931] 1994:30): ‘Henceforth the curse should no longer rest upon the world itself, but upon that which is sinful in it, and instead of monastic flight from the world the duty is now emphasized of serving God in the world, in every position in life.’

3. In this regard, the following famous quote from Kuyper (1998:488) comes to mind: ‘... there is not a square inch in the whole domain of our human existence over which Christ, who is Sovereign over all, does not cry, “Mine!”’.

4. See, for example, Hart’s (1994) discussion of some of the dangers of oppression and exclusion in the thinking of the reformational philosopher Stoker; see also Olthuis’s (2012:5–6) explanation of the worldview crisis that can be caused by the clash between ‘our implicit emotionally based worldview and our explicitly confessed and articulated worldview’.


6. Indeed, it might be argued that such a shared and distinct Reformational perspective was what enabled the vocal and critical minority ‘voice of Potchefstroom’ to become a voice of conscience within apartheid South Africa.
and where an inward-looking tradition develops rather than an engagement within a common human practice of scholarship, a perspectival emphasis might tend to become institutionalised and canonised, so that the emphasis is less on learning being ‘shaped by our contingent particularities’ (Wolterstorff 2004a:286) and more on access control mechanisms which subtly keep out those who might challenge the perspective and status quo. It seems that the more a Christian perspective is identified with a static rational system (often connected to a worldview as a framework of conceptualised beliefs with the hazard of being seen as a set of dogmas) the more likely it is that a hierarchical system will develop where students’ contributions to and critique of the particular perspective is delayed until they fully understand such a system. In circumstances like these, critique and possible new contributions are too easily dismissed on the grounds that the particular person simply does not understand ‘the theory’ or ‘the perspective’ well enough. Again, a schism between theory and practice can easily develop and urgent appeals to transformative action can be delayed almost indefinitely through a rational system protecting the status quo, rather than serving the Lord.7

If Christian teaching in higher education is limited to the teaching of ‘the Christian/Reformational perspective’ on subject-matter, it poses a threat to a transformative engagement with our world. I agree with Smith (2009:17–19, 228–230) that higher education is not only about information and the development of a Christian perspective but should be re-visioned as a formative project in which both students and lecturers participate. Response-able scholarship should therefore include a careful consideration of the way in which we teach in higher education.

**Christian pedagogy in higher education: Needs**

To those of us who are called to walk with God in higher education, the scholars and teachers who are invited to take part in a ‘multidimensional, formative (...) activity which gives direction to a person’s development by guiding, unfolding and enabling her or him to understand and accept her or his place and calling in God’s world’ (Van der Walt 2012:12; see also Van Dyk 1997:156–161, 2000:83–109) and to share and open up to students the delights found in learning, to exhibit shalom and equip for shalom (Wolterstorff 2002b:253–264), ‘providing’ a Christian perspective on subject-matter can clearly never be enough. Indeed, as faithful Christians, one of the important considerations should be how we sow the seeds of the Gospel in our teaching. How do we teach to serve students in learning how to engage with our context in transformative ways? What teaching practices will invite students to participate in the further construction of knowledge whilst drawing on their innate awareness of their context in order to change our world to be more life-affirming, just and caring? In what ways can our teaching open up creation in the particular context of students rather than distancing them from it through a perspective which isolates instead of connects?

Van Dyk’s _The craft of Christian teaching_ (2000) and, to a lesser extent, _Letters to Lisa_ (1997), were written in response to the perceived lack of a Christian pedagogy in education (see Van Dyk 2000:xi, 17–19). Van Dyk’s integrated approach to Christian teaching and his many excellent concrete suggestions for Christian teaching are helpful in the further development of a Christian pedagogy in which we teach for responsible scholarship and a transformative engagement with our context in higher education. However, his work, as well as contributions by many other Christian educationists in the Reformational tradition, seems to be written largely for Christians teaching at institutions with an explicit Christian identity.8 Because most Christians in higher education probably do not teach at Christian institutions, it is important to look at the possibilities and limitations of Christian teaching methods and lecture room structuring in this context as well: it might be a significant aid also for Christians who teach at universities that are now pluralist or secularist but formerly had a strong Christian identity, such as the current North-West University9 in South Africa or the Free University in Amsterdam.10

Careful reflection on pedagogical issues seems to be side-lined in higher education practice generally. Often, these matters are confined to those academics in Education departments specialising in pedagogy, or else the responsibility for everything that has to do with the _how_ of teaching falls to an Academic Support Services desk providing short training sessions to lecturers interested enough to attend. There appears to be an unspoken ‘hands off’ agreement between lecturers, where each lecturer is free to teach in whatever way suits her or his preference, as long as it conforms to some external basic requirements and student satisfaction measured by some evaluation form. What is lacking is sustained communal reflection, self-evaluation and a buzzing evaluation by peers with a shared vision. For teachers at higher education institutions with secular or pluralist identities such a gap can present an opportunity to invite colleagues – and perhaps students too – to reflect with them on teaching strategies that encourages students’ (and their own) transformative engagement with their context. Such a focus point is relevant to more than just Christian lecturers. Whilst concrete issues can invite shared initiatives in spite of differences of belief, the normative nature of such an investigation naturally leads to questions of trust, hope and religion. This offers Christians a chance to show Christ’s love in concrete ways rather than remaining stuck in debates on issues of belief and whether faith has a place at an academic institution. It is also a superb occasion for Christians to learn

---

7 See Hart (1997:19–53 and especially pp. 26–30) for a discussion on the way in which this spirit of controlling reason shuts down those paths of exploration that cannot be contained in its own bounds.

8 Van Dyk’s (2000:64) view of the ultimate goal of Christian teaching as ‘to lead students into knowledgeable and compete discourse’, for example, is not easily translatable into a secular or pluralist setting.

9 The merger referred to in footnote 2 marked the end of the distinct Christian identity of the PU for CHE (see also Froneman 2012).

10 See, for example, Byker’s (2004) comments on the changes to the Free University’s institutional identity.
from others, to grow in insight and humility as they are engaging with their context as a shared context, as well as their own learning.

I offer five pedagogical suggestions for a transformative engagement with our context that goes beyond the teaching and development of a Reformational perspective. These suggestions are offered to Christians teaching at higher education institutions with a Christian identity as well as secular and pluralist institutions, and also to those academics who value a scholarly and transformative engagement with their context. In developing these suggestions, I draw on the notion of care and wisdom\(^{11}\) developed by Venter, as well as on contributions by Reformational scholars such as Nicholas Wolterstorff\(^{12}\) (1993, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c), Doug Blomberg\(^{13}\) (2005, 2007) and John van Dyk (2000), and Catholic educationist thinkers Paulo Freire (1970) and Thomas Groome (1980, 1998).\(^{14}\)

**The task of a Christian university: Venter’s perspective on care**

It is impossible to provide a detailed description of Venter’s work on the task of a university within the limits and scope of this article. In this section, I will highlight his view on the task of the university as it relates to a transformative engagement with our context and care. Venter (1997a:462, 1977:303) asserts that the heart of the university consists in cultivating responsible scholarship.

Responsible scholarship requires us to distinguish between coherent creaturely conditions for existence and power-exercising patterns (magsuitoefeningspatrone), such as theoretical constructions and rational rule systems (Venter 1975:414–417, 1978:5–50, 1984, 1997a:461–465). This distinction collapsed in the modern era, where the human being as subject conquered the world as picture (Heidegger 1938:85–87) (see also Venter 1997a:456–457, 464–465). In this one-sided view of knowledge, the subject forced nature to answer to its plan for ordering the objective world in rational power systems (Venter 1997a:450, 453–454, 456–459, 464–465, 2006a:312–313). However, if knowledge is seen not primarily as the subject’s exercise of his or her power but rather as a gift to be shared, then a caritas principle can form the basis of science.

In responding to norms and natural laws, caritas science aims to unlock conditions for existence in its constructive coherence and in community as part of our responsibility to care for and with others; it is love as ‘sharing in caring’ (Venter 1997a:463–465, 1997b:25, 1984). It is only when we admit our limitations – we do not possess the world as picture – and carefully look at our constructed rules in dialogical co-responsibility with others that we might be able to see the creaturely conditions for existence in their coherence (Venter 1997a:465). Nevertheless, to develop insight into norms is problematic, argues Venter, as all induction includes a jump (Hume) and norms do not follow from facts (Kant). However, there are warning signs pointing to rule systems that are off course, revealing that we have not really reached the fundamental conditions for existence (Venter 1997a:465). The presence of pain suggests a different concept and formulation of a law of nature and/or a norm and invites us to work on it innovatively-theoretically (Venter 1997a:462–463, 465).

**With caritas science, love puts innovation and rule systems in broader context and asks us to consider as many relationships as possible (Venter 1997a:465). Changing or transcending existing relationships creates new meaning, which is the essence of creativity. Creativity should therefore form part of a caritas approach to science and keep up the utopian imagination to think a different world: a world of care and charity (Venter 1997a). It will be helpful to explain our academic processes of knowing in a cultural way, as this will lead to a healthy relativisation of current forms of thinking and understanding (Venter 2006b:363–365).**

Venter (1997a:462, 466–467) describes wisdom as the practical side of caritas science and connects it to practice, good sense and discernment. We are not confronted with subject problems only but also with life problems. Education should support students in taking responsibility in response to challenging and real problems (Venter 2006a:314, 1978, 1975:414–417). Theory formation should be filled in with practical experience to enlarge insight into laws and normative rules (Venter 1982, 2006a). However, answers to the following questions cannot be deduced from these norms: In what practical situation(s) should we put the normative insights in action? And how should we do it? Furthermore, sharp insight into theoretical and practical norms (as broad norms valid for a situation) does not guarantee that we will know how to act in a particular situation, or that we would be willing to act in such a way. A healthy tension between the demands of science and the serving of wisdom may help in breaking open the destructive narrowness of abstract science to show ways to wisdom. If we are searching for wisdom in a university context, we should strive towards the cultivation of discretionary power and discernment. It is important to help students understand that science becomes oppressive when it straightjackets reality into a theory and assumes it is, in itself, already wisdom. Students can be made more skilled in recognising pain and suffering, seeing coherences (especially through philosophical and interdisciplinary cooperation) and distinguishing between important and unimportant, good and bad if they are exposed to situations which

\[^{11}\text{The biblical orientation to wisdom in education (see Blomberg 2005, 2007; Groome 1980, 1998) is helpful in replacing the theory–practice dichotomy to enable a transformative engagement with our context. Wisdom is seen as the realisation of value in hearing the call of God, interpreting it in our context to understand what God requires of us, making it present to others in life-giving ways and acting in accord with this.}\]

\[^{12}\text{See especially Wolterstorff’s idea of teaching for responsible action (Wolterstorff 2004b, 2004c) and teaching for justice and shalom, including the cultivation of dispositions to act justly and develop ethical character (Wolterstorff 2002b:264, 2002c, 2004b, 2004c).}\]

\[^{13}\text{See Blomberg’s development of the notion of learning as active responding (Strokous & Blomberg 1993), his development of Freire’s problem-posing approach into a three step model consisting of play, problem-posing and purposeful response (Blomberg 2007:9, 179–212), wisdom as the quest for context-sensitive judgements that leads to grounded normative dispositions instead of a focus on justified true belief, and acknowledging various ways of knowing, or ways of wisdom (Blomberg 2005).}\]

\[^{14}\text{Groome (1980, 1998) and Van Dyk (2000:183–217) develop further the shared praxis approach of Freire (1970), where students and lecturers grow in wisdom as insights are shared and an attitude of appreciation and respect for various gifts exists.}\]
require creative, practical decisions beyond laboratories and computer simulations (Venter 1997a:462, 469, 2006a:305–308). Much more needs to be done about the development of such a way of teaching, concludes Venter.

**Teaching for a transformative engagement: Suggestions to explore**

How should we teach in a higher education context where knowledge serves wisdom in not only understanding, delighting in and discovering our world but also in engaging transformatively with the hurt, pain, injustice and hope around us towards healing? In this section, I offer five suggestions for a pedagogy aiming at students’ transformative engagement with our context. The first suggestion with its focus on care is explored in detail whereas the other suggestions are described briefly here and discussed in more depth in articles elsewhere.

**Guiding students in continuously delving into and acting from their care for the world**

I argue that care deepens wonder and sustains action by continuously calling our imagination to envisage longed-for change both in an academic and in a broader social context. In guiding students’ care, lecturers should help them uncover what they care for, explore its emotional landscape and connect it as richly as possible to other forms of care and scholarly endeavours. Five concrete suggestions are offered to support lecturers in guiding students to act from their care for the world. These suggestions refer to the importance of inventory work, the cultivation of empathy, inspiring examples, emotional involvement, and an inner and outer dialogue about the appropriate form their care should take.

**Wonder deepened by care**

It is almost platitudinous, but true, to state that for any meaningful teaching to take place, students must be interested in the particular field of study and study material. However important curiosity may be, though, I want to argue that it needs to be deepened and vitalised by care.

We should be critical of the flattening of wonder supported by a pedagogical approach which has been hardened into a few techniques to ‘catch’ students’ attention – catchy video clips at the beginning of a class, cute or funny moving pictures on a PowerPoint® slide to keep students interested, variation in tone and media usage, witty remarks and a good peppering of questions to keep the students at the back from falling asleep. The problem here does not lie only in the calculation of what can be gained by either side. No lecturers continuously delving into. In this way, caring is made visible as doing.

**The role of lecturers in guiding care**

A concern might be raised at this point. A student might care for himself or herself or some group that he or she identifies with or he or she may care deeply for material possessions only. All forms of care should surely not be encouraged? In response, the following need to be highlighted: care and change are normative concepts. Just as change in itself is not intrinsically good, all manifestations of care are not equally praiseworthy. But action that is not informed by care, because of either a careless approach or inauthenticity, is problematic and dangerous (Buijs 2012:4–9; Venter 1997a, 2006b). Care as such remains an important starting point and sustenance for any form of change.

So, I am not arguing that all care is good care; however, I do argue that care should inform transformative engagement. A lecturer cannot ensure that a student cares in the ‘right’ way, nor is a lecturer expected to create care where there is none. What a lecturer should do is guide students to uncover what they care for, explore its emotional landscape and connect it as richly as possible to other forms of care and scholarly endeavours. If guided properly, enriched care enlarges students’ possibilities for participation in opening up creation in their context and in response to what they care for:

- Initially, a student might identify a sole focus of care, but exploring it may lead to the discovery of further avenues of care. For example, a student seems to care only for material wealth but starts to realise that she or he collapsed care for her or his own well-being into material wealth only and that well-being calls forth an abundance...

15 In this regard, see also Bloomberg’s (2007:200–203) view on wisdom as the realisation of value as related, but with a different emphasis.

16 See also the section ‘A worldview in which the search for change is accompanied by normative sophistication/faithfulness’ in this regard – the five main suggestions offered in this article necessarily complement one another.
of avenues of care in a particular context, including care for others.

• Telling the story of how she or he came to care about specific issues/people/things may lead a student to questions on avenues that she or he did not explore. A neglected area of care might resurface and, along with the possibility of questions as to why it was neglected in the first place, create the opportunity for a broader base of care. For example, a student cares for ‘his people’, seen as fellow-Afrikaners, but telling the story of the development of his care may reveal the basis of his care to be solidarity with people who are marginalised, which creates the possibility for a broader care-base.

• Having the opportunity to hear other students talk about what they care for (especially in a classroom which is not homogenous in terms of class, race, gender and religion) has great power to call someone’s attention to injustices, pain, love and surprising hope that they were previously unaware of. Christians should welcome such an opportunity as a way of becoming aware of others’ suffering and helping other students to also become more sensitive to sorrows. In suffering-with others, Christian students can work with fellow students in responding to injustice and suffering. It also provides an opening to show God’s care and love, our hope, in concrete terms.

• Guiding students to continuously delve into and act from their care for the world enables Christians to show their care in concrete terms, with a great likelihood of at least some possible connections with the cares of non-Christians, whilst at the same time opening up opportunities to talk about differences. This provides Christian lecturers and students in secular or plural institutions with the opportunity to integrate their faith with the scholarly work being done at their in institution in an organic way. Such an approach is helpful because it is not preaching from afar; it is not hammering on theoretical arguments to support statements of belief; it is not presented as one perspective to be chosen amongst many; it is not a battle on the field of reason to win over the other side. It meets non-Christians where they are, exactly at the spot where they care for something. Care is central and there is a good chance of agreement on some aspects.

• If what we care for is centre stage, then the discussion in class matters. Even if my worldview differs from another student’s worldview, our shared but differently coloured care will make it more likely for me to listen carefully to his or her contributions, taking seriously the suggestions for change and immediately calling forth normative aspects of change. The table is set for a fruitful dialogue: real concerns, high stakes; likely connections in overlapping areas of care; differences arising in what one cares for beyond the overlap as well as in the appropriate

action called forth. In evaluating and appreciating various contributions, differences in ultimate commitments will come to the fore in subtle alterations of focus and different forms of care. In discussions like these, the different suggestions for care can be seen as valuable in opening up further suggestions for acting with care with regard to an issue/person/thing dear to both parties.

• This way of guiding students in continually delving into and acting from their care for the world is promising for countering the attitude of friendly indifference sometimes experienced in classes where students’ ‘own opinion’ on social and subject-specific issues, based on their worldviews, is asked for (e.g. in the compulsory Understanding the world modules at North-West University in South Africa18). Even though students’ answers to seemingly topical issues vary widely and often clash head-on, very often no negotiation or real interaction takes place and friendly indifference prevails. It is possible that students’ perceptions of political correctness are in cases like this at odds with the intention of a lecturer or institution to acknowledge the role of belief in scholarly work. However, this attitude seems deeply cynical in suggesting that differences in conviction do not really seem to matter at all, as reality ‘outside’ goes on regardless of what we believe; it might also be dangerously naive in suggesting that profound differences in world orientation do not suggest real conflict at all.

• A growing awareness of the emotional landscape of care can enable an exploration of that which hinders or prevents you from caring19. A purely selfish care or an obsessive care will most likely yield an emotional landscape that is sparsely populated in some parts and over-intense in others. Few and seldom-travelled paths between these areas suggest a resistance to connecting these forms of care with other forms of care unless folding it in on itself. Emotional tension in exploring connections becomes available as working material that can be followed up by students.

Pedagogical suggestions
How can we teach for a transformative engagement with our context where care informs and sustains our action? What can we do to encourage care that is sensitive to injustice, pain, suffering and hope, whilst at the same time delighting in and discovering in a student’s context? The following five concrete pedagogical suggestions may be useful (1) connect their own experience of suffering and hope to what they care for (inventory work); (2) connect the empathy that they feel for others’ experience of pain and hope with what they care for (cultivating empathy); (3) show students that active care is possible (inspiring examples); (4) encourage an emotional involvement; and (5) encourage an inner and an outer dialogue as to what form care should take.

17. This touches on the interactionist model that Wolterstorff (2004c:124–134) uses to describe Christians’ way of interacting with other participants. Particularly noteworthy is his suggestion that when Christian critics of social practices speak to society generally (where many members of society do not take the biblical texts as authoritative), they should appeal to whatever ethical convictions they find in members of society, searching for acknowledgment of the principles they believe correct.

18. These compulsory modules were introduced after the former PU for CHE was transformed into the secular North-West University (NWU). According to NWU’s vice-chancellor, these compulsory modules continue to allow students’ religious perspective to play a role in science via compulsory modules presenting an array of religious perspectives and worldviews to choose from (Eloff 2013).

19. In this regard, see Olthuis’s (2012:4–5) discussion of expectancy filters.
Inventory work: To help students uncover and act from their care, the lecturer needs to know them. Ample time should be given for inventory work at the beginning of a module. As every student’s journey is important, one needs to know him or her personally in order to serve his or her development well with personalised learning20. Some of the questions that are relevant to such inventory work includes: Who are my students? What are their gifts? What are their needs? What are their experiences? What are their interests? What problems and distortions in their lives should we reckon with? (Van Dyk 2000:131–138, 225–227). One can also get to know students better by asking why they are taking the course and why they are at university. It is important to understand that these questions are not merely icebreakers for the students’ sake. The answers are important to help a lecturer form a picture of each student.

A lecturer may also enquire into that which moves a student, and ask for personal stories of suffering, rage, hope or inspiration (see also Buijs 2012:7). These kinds of question are probably better placed at a later stage of the module, timed right to tie in with a particular nodal point and after some work in which students have had the chance to witness the lecturer and/or other academics’ emotional involvement with the theory and issues. When such stories are shared, the lecturer should clearly communicate his or her respect and appreciation for students’ willingness to share their experiences and what they care for with him or her. If a lecturer understands what students care about, these issues can be used as very real and important examples in class. It is also important to remember that a student’s experience of sharing these stories, in whatever format, creates a shared space where it is legitimate to care and to struggle with what we care for. This contributes to students’ further exploration of how they care and what difference it makes in later class activities, in an organic and non-coercive way, with other students. If a group is expected to work out an answer to a question related to scholarly work, some students might now introduce an aspect of their story, even a turning point, as part of their contribution. To a large extent, the preceding work and the importance it placed on the person reaching out to the greater context made such a growing awareness and shared contribution possible.

Cultivating empathy: If we assume students’ humanness, we can cultivate their empathy by sharing other students’ and our own stories, but also through exposing them to films, documentaries, photographs and poems in which our humanness is expressed in relation to our world21. If lecturers are not too hasty in pointing out the relevance of a film or telling students what they can expect to find in a story and instead listen long and carefully to what it is that appeals to students, they will more likely be rewarded with a layered response and nuances which can be followed up to yield rich and sophisticated responses.

Inspiring examples: When it comes to caring and acting on care, people are probably to a greater extent moved by real people who inspire than by abstract principles. Lecturers can invite students to share some inspiring examples of care and can also contribute examples of people who cared deeply about both the subject and their context. These examples offered by the lecturer can be deeply influential in creating appreciation, carefulness and humility, as well as in erasing the split between theory and practice and drawing students into the subject field— with their cares. Reflecting on these examples might show how someone’s care made her or him search for a solution to a problem with courage, a vision, a calling, conviction and love. It can be shown how such care led to an opening up of a subject field— but it will also make clear that honest, active care does not present a solution to every problem and, indeed, does not always yield normative results. This forms a good starting point for a discussion of what good science is. It will be valuable not to be prescriptive in telling students that ‘this is a role model because...’ but rather share the story of a particular person which the lecturer found to be an inspiring example and allow students to respond to this in a way which seems appropriate to them. It is, of course, not necessary that all students feel equally inspired by an example; it can be helpful to understand students and what they care for by exploring why some students feel inspired by a particular person and others not.

Emotional involvement: Care cannot be reduced to its emotional properties, but emotional involvement should be welcomed, as it accompanies care, help sustains challenging work and weaves an intricate pattern of understanding and imagining (Egan 2005; Jensen 2005:68–80). It also opens up connections to their own stories and inspirations, and provides access to their worldviews and a greater understanding of the functioning of their own worldviews (Olthuis 2012).

Inner and outer dialogue on care: It is important to help students open up a space for an inner and an outer dialogue on what they care for and how to care (Buijs 2012). Some students might be hesitant to engage in such a dialogue on care, especially when they see normative issues as decrees from outside which need to be obeyed without question. I do not advocate ‘shocking’ or ‘shaking’ students’ foundations to put them in a position where they are faced with the vulnerability of their own position.22 I fail to see the advantages of a position where students are made to feel confused, vulnerable and seemingly without a riverbank near. The desperate ‘sink or swim’ feeling caused by this leads to anxiety, which is often countered by clinging to the lifelines thrown by the lecturer. I would much prefer to see a careful, fascinated getting to know about their own inner landscape in discussion with others crossing a different inner terrain but responding to similar issues in their context. Our inner landscape does not speak with one voice; and realising that the various voices might have important messages

21Wolterstorff (2004b:151–152) explores the dynamic of empathy as one of the ways of cultivating dispositions in students. The other ways include reasoning, disciplining and modelling.
22See, for example, the University of the Free State’s teaching approach in a compulsory module to prepare students for life and to develop engaged scholarship: it aims to ‘... expose(s) students to provocative questions aimed at disrupting existing knowledge and ways of thinking ...’ (University of the Free State n.d.).
and insights to take note of, as well as finding one’s voice amongst them, is a major accomplishment to form the basis for an enriched and authentic engagement with our context and what we care for. As students allow more room for an inner dialogue, there is usually less resistance to hearing other voices from outside, which again can enrich an own response and call forth an own voice.

In this regard, it may be helpful to introduce the following four questions: What are my talents and gifts? What are my interests? What sort of personality do I have? What opportunities am I provided with and with what needs am I confronted? These questions are based on Van Dyk’s (2000:36–37) understanding of a person’s calling to do something, related to what a person is equipped for. These questions can form part of the inventory work (see above) and it can also accompany students throughout their journey, to be deepened and altered as they read their own stories and emotions in continuous interaction with these answers and other stories.

Keeping a journal where students are invited to respond to a variety of specific questions as well as to the academic texts generally whilst keeping their calling, inspirations and various voices in mind, can be very powerful in helping students to ‘see where they are going’, especially when they sometimes feel lost or confused. Such a journal strengthens their involvement with their own growth, other’s ideas and insights and the scholarly work they are busy with.

Unfolding a student’s own style of moving between theory and experience

In teaching for a transformative engagement with the world, lecturers should help students unfold their own style of moving between theory and experience as they make use of various ways of knowing in developing an appropriate, careful and imaginative response to our world. The unique network of relevant norms facing each person in a particular situation invites someone’s whole self to respond. Such a personal engagement cannot but include an imaginative framing and envisioning in which various ways of knowing interact in a multitude of ways (Seerveld 1980:138–155, 2000). Our experience of our context, what makes an appeal to us and how we respond, is opened up by all our ways of knowing. It is therefore important that all our ways of knowing are honoured and that students engage not only with their context but also with their own learning to wisely understand and transform our world. The school system tends to emphasise a theoretical as opposed to a naive way of knowing. University students often excel in theoretical thinking, but can be made aware of multiple ways of knowing (Blomberg 2005; Gardner 2012; McGilchrist 2009), also as different angles of approach, each with its own way of opening up reality in its distancing from concrete experience, as well as its own limitations.

Lecturers can help students by allowing them to make use of various ways of knowing in their exploration and expression of them. Exercises in which an exploration of a particular theme or problem is approached and expressed through more than one way of knowing allow students to compare what is made visible and what is neglected in the respective ways of knowing, as well as what gets lost in translation. Personal preferences, talents, cultural dispositions and a gradual emergence of an own pattern and rhythm of exploration can offer important opportunities for growth when noted in a journal to which the lecturer can also provide feedback. This provides an opportunity for critical reflection on cultural pressures in terms of interpretation, as well as a renewed appreciation of other students’ unique style of movement, which contributes to a communal response and engagement with our context and learning.

Enabling students to experience themselves as academic partners and formative agents

Caring about the world and being aware of one’s own style of moving between theory and experience are not enough to enable students to engage transformatively with their context. Responsible scholarship requires them to experience themselves as contributors to academic discussions and as formative agents and partners in our world. Movements such as postmodernism, feminism and post-colonialism highlights exclusionary and unjust practices in the construction of knowledge and sensitise us to the call for recognition from those at the margins. The importance of an inviting psychological and social space in which students feel as if their experience matters and can contribute to our understanding can hardly be overestimated (see Rule 2004), especially in a country like South Africa with its very recent history of marginalisation, also within Christian and Reformational circles.

Lecturers’ role in this regard is important, but difficult: all students need to be welcomed in the academic world as partners in understanding and changing our world; we cannot be naive in assuming that all students enter the conversation from equally favourable positions, neither can we assume that we know the various patterns of exclusion well enough from our vantage point. Whilst it may be tempting to ignore conversations dealing with exclusion in an atmosphere of distrust, pointing out exclusionary patterns in academic conversations and its history can actually encourage students to participate in the academic discussion. Assignments in which students can play with different possibilities (‘If Kant had lived in a township …’, ‘If my parents had had access to Smith’s ideas …’) can help to humanise theories, make visible the role of worldview and context in theory, as well as make students aware of the underdetermined nature of theories and more than one ‘correct’ answer. It may also be helpful if lecturers were to invite students to investigate role models and encourage students to organise themselves into action groups exploring opportunities and risks. If students are to engage with the world in a transformative way, it may be a good idea to invite students’ parents, friends or siblings of students to witness and/or take part in some projects. Older students who successfully completed a course can
also be invited to take part in projects as contributors or supporters, in this way decreasing the possible hierarchical distance between students and academics. Serving students require lecturers to adapt in order to meet students’ needs through personalised learning (Van Brummelen 1984:80) and to carefully consider the ways in which peripheral members of the academic community should be invited to participate (Driscoll 2005:164-168).

A worldview in which the search for change is accompanied by normative sophistication/ faithfulness

A worldview functions at a descriptive and a normative level (Olthuis 1985:3). To pursue an appropriate and faithful response to our convictions as to what the world should be like is often a complex and challenging matter. A Christian pedagogy in which lecturers accompany students as they make decisions should take into account the complexity of and conflicts in a person’s worldview. In this regard, we should distinguish and recognise possible tensions between:

- Our worldview and our experience.
- Manifest and embedded worldviews, where the latter is no longer recognised as a worldview and human assent is masked but still guides our action (Griffioen 2012, 23–51).
- The dimension of a deep, existential commitment and an intellectually coherent system in worldview (Buïjs 2012).
- A person’s worldview and his or her dissociation from it when she or he enters a social field in which another worldview is embodied (Buïjs 2012:3–9).
- Our implicit emotionally based worldview and our explicitly confessed and articulated worldview (Olthuis 2012:5).

With such a multitude of possible tensions, lecturers can serve students by providing space for students to explore the various voices as they search for an authentic way of responding to their context in relationship to what they love. Students’ transformative engagement with our context requires that both lecturers and students have an attitude of willingness to engage in an inner (conscience) and outer dialogue, as well as the exploration of patterns of life by means of narratives and personal examples and personal inspiration (Buïjs 2012:7–9).

Reflecting teams

The development of a suitable pedagogy requires lecturers to develop voluntary peer groups organically to reflect on teaching practices that encourage students to engage wisely with and transform our world. Such teams, which can include students, can make use of action research projects that stretch across institutions and specific fields of study to discuss what wise teaching in a specific context means. In this regard, the success of the Project for Enhancing Effective Learning (PEEL), founded in 1985 by teachers and academicians as collaborative action-research about their shared concern for passive, independent learning, might offer many ideas to be taken up in a higher education context (see their website http://www.peelweb.org).

Conclusion

A transformative engagement with our context is a crucial part of a Christian (Reformational) orientation to life. If we follow Venter in viewing responsible scholarship as the task of the university, such an engagement should inform more than just the teaching of a ‘Christian perspective’ to students, often seen in higher education institutions with a Christian identity. We should serve all students by teaching in such a way that they not only understand but also engage with our context to transform our world as we become aware of suffering, injustice, love and hope. I have suggested that lecturers guide students in continuously delving into and acting from their care for the world by helping students uncover what they care for, exploring its emotional landscape and connecting it to other forms of care and scholarly work. Four further pedagogical suggestions that can be explored further to facilitate students’ transformative and wise engagement with our context include unfolding their style of moving between theory and experience through multiple ways of knowing as they imagine appropriate responses to our world; enabling and inviting students to experience themselves as active partners in academic discussions and as formative agents in the world; honouring the complexity in the functioning of students’ worldview as they normatively act in and on the world; and the development of peer groups to reflect on teaching practices that encourages higher education students to engage transformatively with their world. These suggestions will probably suit a Christian higher education institution very well but can also be enacted in higher education institutions with a secular or pluralist identity, with resulting new insights through which lecturers – both Christian and non-Christian – can grow.
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